Help the big, mean dust bunny learn to rhyme!

Draw a line to match the rhyming words.

Fit, lit, kit . . .

Race, case, vase . . .

Sat, flat, mat . . .

Thug, rug, tug . . .

hug
cat
sit
face
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Can you make a scary face?

Draw the faces you would make below!

A happy face!

A funny face!

A scary face!

My favorite face to make is a __________ one!
What rhymes with bug?
Color in every word that rhymes with bug
and then add your own!

rug
dog
mug
tar
log
jar
hug
Need a little help with these activities?

What rhymes with bug?
Color in every word that rhymes with bug and then add your own!

- rug
- tar
- log
- mug
- dog
- jar
- hug

Help the big, mean dust bunny learn to rhyme!
Draw a line to match the rhyming words.

- Fit, lit, kit...
- Race, case, vase...
- Sat, flat, mat...
- Thug, rug, tug...
- hug
- cat
- sit
- face